
6 - OT VI

I believe that as more people got cars its my impression they got the law

changed. ITm not 100% sure they have done iret, in Sweden. But most of Europe

does it.In Austria it changed. I remember back in the 20's y{ a man told me in

Germany4 the4, I drove through Germany for 6 hours and I kept always on the right
to

then I crossed Austria for three hours and I drove on the left, and then

Italy going down the road and drove 7 more hours and I had to drive on the right/
changed it.

Iwas very confusing - though Austia changing(?) There is nothing

moral involved. But it is important that civil law be observed.

The the third type of law is ceremonial law. And the ceremonial law is %{
111 (1)411)

law that is
given4to impress certain things on our minds. There nothing moral

in whether we salute the flag of not. There is nothing moral in whether we go through

certain forms and cerEoies that our government requires, but they are very im

portant in reminding people of what their government should mean to them. And the

same is j true in our religious life. And so the Israelites j/were given/1

specific commands as to how they were to perform this ceremony and that. and the other

and since they looked through a glass darkly instead of knowMing the facts about
about

Christ's life and/His sacrifice on the cross and those matters which would be so
those

important for their salvation, instead of knowning te!, they had to have them given

to them in form, in type, in ceremonies and every little detail was given them

about the sacrifices so that they would truly give them what they needed to know.

about Christ. And they had certain days through the year to remind them of certain

things or to look forward to % certain things. In the NT there is far less emphasis

on ceremonial law because we look back and know the facts, but nevertheless lceremonial

law still has its place among us but it is much more fluid. And they / almost

dthvlded some of the churches in Philadelphia 60 years ago because some felt you should

stand when you prayed and some felt you should kneel when you prayed. And some of the

churches almost divided in two. $ Well the Bible doesn't say. But it is important that

we kneel in our spirit before the Lord. It is important that we have tprinciples that
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